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Recent developments in capital flows to EMEs
 Cross-border bank lending to emerging market economies

(EMEs) rose for three consecutive quarters until Sep 2017.
 During Q3 2017, cross-border claims on EMEs from BIS
locational banking statistics increased by $66 billion.
- During Q3 2017, the increase was more broad-based.
- Before Q3 2017, it was driven mainly by lending to China.
 International bond issuance by EMEs remained strong in 2017
in terms of both the residency and nationality of borrowers
 After sharp drop in issuance volume in second half of 2015,
volume continued to increase and surpassed pre-2015 level.
 Even though US long-term bond yields started to rise and
further rate hikes by the Fed in 2018 are expected, the weak US
dollar and persistent search for yield supported by the still large
stock of global liquidity generate capital inflows to EMEs.
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Supply and demand factors of capital flows
 Takats (2010): cross-border lending to EMEs during the GFC

 International lending fell substantially, but there was a
slight increase in domestic currency loans provided by
international banks to local affiliates.
 Supply factors were the main drivers of the fall.
- Demand also declined, but played much smaller role.
 Contrasts with a more balanced impact prior to the GFC.
 Amiti, McGuire and Weinstein (2017)
 “All healthy credit relationships are alike; each unhealthy
credit relationship is unhealthy in its own way.”
- During non-crisis years, bank flows are well explained by
a common global factor and a local demand factor.
- During times of crisis, flows are affected by idiosyncratic
supply shocks to a borrower country’s creditor banks.
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Supply and demand factors of capital flows (cont’d)
 I Shim and K Shin (2018, in progress)

 Consider bilateral banking flows from 27 lender countries
(mostly AEs) in consolidated international banking
statistics to 67 EME as borrower countries over 2001-2017
 3 proxies for financial stress in lender countries/banks
(i) USD corporate bond spread
(ii) sovereign CDS spread
(iii) average bank CDS spread
 Financial stress in lender countries is a major driver of
banking outflows from EMEs.
- This is true even after the global financial crisis.
 Cross-border claims on EMEs are more susceptible to
financial stress in lender countries (AEs) than local claims
in foreign currency, which is more susceptible than local
claims in local currency.
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US monetary policy is a key global driver of
capital flows

Avdjiev, Gambacorta, Goldberg and Schiaffi (2017)
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Monetary policy, exchange rate and capital flows
 Net exports channel of exchange rates







 Exchange rate pass-through to inflation
 Appreciation reduces net exports, so contractionary.
Financial channel of exchange rates
 Goes in the opposite direction to the net exports channel
 Appreciation loosens domestic financial conditions
 Appreciation can be expansionary
Risk-taking channel of currency appreciation via bank flows
 Bruno and Shin (2015a, 2015b)
Risk-taking channel of currency appreciation via bond flows
 Hofmann, Shim and Shin (2017)
Risk-taking channel of currency appreciation for corporates
 Kalemli-Ozcan, Liu and Shim (2018)
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Findings from Bruno and Shin (2015a, 2015b)
 Focus on the quantity dimension of the risk-taking via

global banks.

 Bruno and Shin (2015b)

 An expansionary shock to US monetary policy
increases cross-border bank capital flows through
higher leverage of global banks.
 Bruno and Shin (2015a)

 An appreciation of the local currency against the US
dollar is associated with an acceleration of bank capital
flows to individual countries.
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Findings from Hofmann, Shim and Shin (2017)
 Focus on the price and quantity dimensions of the risk-

taking via global bond funds

 Exchange rate vis-à-vis USD is significant determinant of EME

local currency bond market conditions

 Appreciation is associated with looser financial conditions
- Bond inflows increase; bond yields decrease.
 Effect works through risk premium.
 Appreciation in trade-weighted exchange rate unrelated to

USD goes in the opposite direction.

 Financial channel of exchange rates is consistent with
textbook net exports channel.
 Role of the broad US dollar index
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Findings from Kalemli-Ozcan, Liu and Shim (2018)
 Do firms increase leverage (loans and bonds) when their local

currency appreciates?
 Data
 ORBIS, around 50,000 listed/non-listed firms, 10 Asia EMEs,
2002‒15; country-level FX debt share calculated from BIS
global liquidity indicators (including FX loans and bonds)
 Main results
 When local currency appreciates against USD, firms with
large FX debt before appreciation, increase leverage more
than those with small FX debt after appreciation.
 Stronger effects for non-tradable sector firms than tradable.
 Policy implications
 Important to monitoring corporate FX exposure
 Procyclicality: currency↑, leverage↑, investment↑, currency↑
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Behaviour of global EME bond funds
 Miyajima and Shim (2014): cross-sectional co-movement

 Simultaneous investor redemptions across funds
 Fund managers tend to sell at the same time.
 EME bond funds tend to closely follow a relatively small
number of benchmarks which are similar to each other.
 Shek, Shim and Shin (2018): procyclical sale of EME bonds

 When investors sell bonds, fund managers also sell.
 Morris, Shim and Shin (2017): cross-sectional co-movement

and procyclical selling behaviour interact via market liquidity
 Bond funds investing in less liquid bonds exhibit
(i) higher degree of cross-sectional co-movement in flows
(ii) larger amount of discretionary selling by fund managers
(iii) stronger price-flow interactions over time.
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 Active share: the sum of the absolute value of deviations of

the fund’s country weights from those of the benchmark
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Common and concentrated benchmarks
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Similarity across benchmarks
• Even if asset managers benchmark their performance to
different indices, benchmarking may induce correlation
if the indices themselves are correlated.
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Decomposition of changes in TNA for 15 EME LC gov’t bond funds
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Symptoms vs causes
 Global economy is a network of financial claims, not islands:

Shin (2017).

 It is subject to procyclicality driven by global financial

conditions.

 Capital flow management tools sometimes effective, but

better to address the underlying causes than symptoms.

 Need to introduce prudential measures on leverage and

liquidity risks with macroprudential intent

 The analyses presented so far indicate that decisions by

global banks to lend to EMEs or withdraw and decisions by
global bond funds to buy or sell EME bonds are important
determinants of capital flows to EMEs.
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Policy tools available to deal with capital flows
 Capital flow management policy

 Include capital controls and FX-related prudential measures
 Used by many EMEs targeting different types of flow
 Sometimes effective on slowing down the targeted flows
- But effects are short-lived and leakages are often found.
 FX reserves and sterilised FX intervention (as reverse QE)
 Ghosh, Ostry & Qureshi (2018): increases in FX reserves to
GDP ratio stem credit growth and offset capital inflows
 Hofmann, Shin & Villamizar-Villegas (2018): sterilised FX intervention counters effect of capital inflows on bank lending
 Monetary policy and domestic macroprudential policy also
affect capital inflows albeit via different channels.
 Global financial safety nets are also important in dealing with
capital flows not only ex-post (ie after a crisis) but also ex-ante.
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